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Caroline Foley's expert guide to a few
things to do in April
What's what in the garden this month
guardian.co.uk, Friday 1 April 2011 17.22 BST

Marigolds attract aphid predators, though some may think it's witchcraft

Mr Middleton, the Wartime gardener, aptly entitles his April chapter in Digging for
Victory as the 'Spring Hustle'. He sagely advises to do one thing at a time, properly and
thoroughly, and not to worry as everything will catch up by midsummer.
His priorities are to get the early potatoes in early. The maincrops can wait a couple of
weekse. He plans to sow cround beets. Lettuces will be grown in boxes for planting out
later as well as a few seedling onions. He will try a few French beans and peas and a
row of runners. Carrots will be sown every two weeks. His main concern, however, is
getting the garden planted up with 'green stuff' – eg, sprouting broccoli and sprouts –
for next winter.
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Early potatoes should
be a priority
There is little that can't be sown outside in April with, or without, cloches. Exceptions
are tomatoes, peppers, chillies and French and runner beans as they come from South
America. Aubergines will need heat to germinate as they are native to India, as do
melons, cucumbers courgettes and the all other cucurbits which come from the sub
tropics.
These are frosttender, and need to be started with heat and planted out around June,
or bought as little plants nearer the time. Once established in summer, they will grow
with great speed and vigour, needing plenty of feed and water for maximum
performance. Breeding has toughened some of them up however. Examples are
cucumbers bred for indoors or out and ridge cucumbers designed for growing outside.

Sow round beets now
Some crops such as spinach are cool weather crops. For a continuous supply of it in
summer, change from true spinach (Spinacia oleracea) to its antipodean counterpart,
New Zealand spinach (Tetragonia tetragonoides). As it's a fastgrowing tender annual it
should be started off under cover now.
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Carrot flies are easy
to outwit
Some vegetables prefer a sunny spot now and a shadier one later on. Early bunching
turnips – a far cry from the coarse winter vegetable– are best grown in situ as they
don't like being moved. Sow the first batch in the sun and find a shadier spot for the
second sowing in May in soil that has been manured the previous year.
Lettuce has similar sun/shade requirements. Instead of changing its situation at
different times to pander to its needs, you can interplant it amongst slow growers like
Brussels sprouts for sun now and shade later. Along with spring sunshine and the burst
of growth come the weeds and the pests. Get into the habit of a quick hoeing session on
every visit to keep the weeds down.
Go for prevention of pests rather than cure where possible. Much can be done with
barriers, timing, traps and encouraging nature to keep the balance. Be vigilant. This
month watch out for flea beetle and vine weevil.

Nasturtiums are
useful for the 'right' insects too. Photo by young Miss Nancy Sooley
Brassicas are so popular with pests, including the dreaded cabbage root fly, that I'm
inclined to go for the belt and braces approach of using both collars and netting.
Carrot fly is easy to outwit as it flies low and in straight lines. You simply need to make
a low barrier or cover the crops with fleece. If you don't want to grow a lot, you can
defeat it easily by growing your carrots in container placed out of reach of the flying
zone – anywhere higher than 60cm will cover it.
Slugs and snails will be around in numbers in April. I was interested to read in this
month's Which? Gardening the results of their trials on organic slug and snail pellets
which I have never tried. The verdict was that the organic types based on ferrous
phosphate were just as effective as the chemical ones without posing any threat to
people, pets or wildlife.
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A nettle patch is good
for a plot
They also point out the disadvantages of more usual organic methods. Biological
control only works on slugs, not on snails. Copper tape, or copper pipe if you can get it,
only works until the leaves grow over it. Eggshells are easily disturbed. As to beer
traps, it would seem that beetles and centipedes are all too often the innocent victims.
This is a good time to catch the aphids as the first generation of all females doesn't fly.
You can reduce the population by rubbing them off by hand between a leaf or by
showering them with water. Invite in their predators – particularly hoverflies,
ladybirds and lacewings – by growing marigolds, nasturtiums, the poached egg plant or
morning glory. A further enticement is to grow a nettle patch. This will bring in the
nettle aphid which is popular among most aphideating insects including voracious
ladybird larvae. As this aphid is specific to the nettle it will bring in predators but
won't harm your crops.
It must be said that different methods works for different people. An allotment friend
of mine alternates each row of vegetables with a row of marigolds on one side and a
row of garlic on the other – a sensible approach. It amuses her to note that while it
works well for her, her sceptical allotment neighbour harbours a suspicion that she's a
witch.
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You mention Flea beetle but not what to do about it! the little
devils are impossible to catch. Is there a predator or an organic
solution? I would really like to know, they are rather crunchy in
the purple sprouting brocolli!!
allanjenkins
1 April 2011 7:07PM
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Nahema, if you click on the link (words 'flea beatle' in blue) you
will find more information, same on weevils, or indeed any of
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the subjects highlighted. much love from London
nahema
1 April 2011 9:36PM
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Well, I do feel thick! Thankyou for that Allan, I have read the
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document and saved it to favourites so that I can reread before
the glass of wine! It does look a little daunting.Perhaps I will
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have to leave the flowering kale to keep the pesky things in one
place!
sparclear
2 April 2011 5:46PM
Well done, plenty of practical and easy information, and I hope
masses of people see it.
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Maybe twice later in the year could we look at the techniques in
situ, review how gardeners are managing  and have photos of
their plots.
Reluctantgardener
4 April 2011 2:25PM
Thanks for this, Caroline: will defo plant my seed potatoes this
week. That's also very interesting about nettles. We have a real
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nettle mafia on our newish allotment. Digging them up is like
unravelling a vast underground yellow jumper. But people have
advised me to leave some, and you've given me another very
good reason to.
http://www.mandysutter.com/reluctantgardenerday8/
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